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Figure 1: Overview of OAR Activities
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Options Analysis for Reengineering (OAR) is a systematic, architecture-centric, decisionmaking method for mining existing components for a product line or new software
architecture. OAR’s five activities identify potential components, estimate the mining cost,
and evaluate the effort required to reuse legacy components. OAR reveals implicit
stakeholder assumptions, constraints, and other major drivers that affect component mining,
thereby giving managers insight into this complex task.
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Options Analysis for Reengineering (OAR) is a systematic, architecture-centric, decisionmaking method for identifying and mining software components within large, complex
software systems. Mining involves rehabilitating parts of an old system for reuse. OAR
identifies potentially relevant architectural components and analyzes the changes required to
use them in a software product line or new software architecture. In essence, OAR provides a
set of mining options along with estimates of the cost, effort, and risks associated with those
options.
 1HHGIRU2$5
Many organizations have undertaken efforts to update their software intensive systems and to
establish more efficient ways of developing software. One emerging trend has been the
implementation of software product lines to realize economies of scale and greater
efficiencies in software development [Clements 01].
Since most organizations have a substantial legacy base of existing software assets, few
product line development or migration efforts start from “green fields.” However until now,
there has been no systematic way to identify components for reuse and to understand the
types of changes required to insert legacy system components into a software product line or
a new software architecture [Muller 00]. In most cases, the options have been to either
undergo the costly and high-risk process of reengineering an entire system or to simply build
the required components or systems from scratch.
Component mining has often been discussed as an alternative, but requires understanding
what types of components are worth extracting and how to extract them. The following issues
add to the challenge:
•

Existing components are often poorly structured and poorly documented.

•

Existing components differ in levels of granularity.

•

There is no clear guidance on how to salvage components.

OAR provides a systematic approach to addressing these issues and to making the decisions
required to cost-effectively and efficiently mine legacy system components.
 6WUXFWXUHRI7KLV7HFKQLFDO1RWH
This technical note provides a brief overview of OAR. Section 2 outlines the activities of
OAR and provides a brief summary of the purpose and tasks of each activity. Section 3
CMU/SEI-2001-TN-013
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describes how each activity is structured according to an EITVOX (Entry Criteria, Inputs,
Tasks, Validation, Outputs, Exit Criteria) format. It describes one activity “Establish Mining
Context” to demonstrate how this format is followed. Section 4 provides an example of how
OAR has been used. Section 5 provides a summary of OAR, its status and potential. Bergey
et al., provide additional details on OAR in their OAR tutorial [Bergey 01].

2
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The OAR method consists of five major activities with scalable tasks. These tasks are
depicted in Figure 1 and summarized in the following subsections:
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Figure 1:

Overview of OAR Activities

 (VWDEOLVK0LQLQJ&RQWH[W
It is important for the OAR team to understand the context for the mining effort. As a result,
the first activity of OAR involves interviewing stakeholders and studying the organization’s
product line or new system requirements, legacy base, and expectations for mining legacy
components. This effort establishes a baseline set of goals, expectations, and component
needs. It also uncovers the program and technical drivers for making decisions.
 ,QYHQWRU\&RPSRQHQWV
Next, the OAR team identifies the legacy system components that potentially can be mined
for use in a product line or new software architecture.
During this activity, team members identify product line component needs and evaluate the
legacy components based on these criteria. Those that don’t meet the criteria are screened
out. This activity results in an inventory of candidate legacy components.
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The Inventory Components activity has six tasks:
1

Identify Characteristics of Component Needs:
• Determine required characteristics of potential legacy components.

2

Identify Components Satisfying Characteristics:
• Create a Component Table of the legacy components with details of these
characteristics.
• Screen components that do not satisfy the required characteristics.

3

Match Components to Needs:
• Match legacy components to product line component needs.

4

Inventory Candidate Components:
• Update the Component Table with more details about those candidate components
chosen.

5

Elicit Mining Issues:
• Review any mining issues and concerns that were identified during the activity.

6

Review OAR Schedule:
• Update the OAR Schedule, if necessary.

 $QDO\]H&DQGLGDWH&RPSRQHQWV
Next, team members analyze the candidate set of legacy components for the types of changes
that are required to mine. This activity has six tasks:
1. Select Desirable Components:

• Determine desirability criteria for each legacy component.
• Screen out those that do not satisfy these criteria.
2. Identify As Is & Black-Box Components:

• Determine those components that can be wrapped or used “as is.”
3. Identify White-Box Components:

• Determine those components that will need to be modified.
4. Determine Required Changes:

• Determine the types of changes that each component will need, the cost and effort
involved, the level of difficulty and risk, and the comparative cost and effort of
developing components from scratch.

4
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5. Elicit Mining Issues:

• Review mining issues and concerns that were identified during the activity.
6. Review OAR Schedule:

• Update the OAR Schedule, if necessary.

 3ODQ0LQLQJ2SWLRQV
Given the set of analyzed candidate components, the team next develops alternatives to
mining based on schedule, cost, effort, risk, and resource considerations. The OAR team also
screens candidate components one more time and analyzes the impact of different component
aggregations.
The Plan Mining Options activity has seven tasks:
1. Select Favorable Components:
• Develop criteria, such as cost or effort levels required.
• Screen components that do not satisfy the criteria.
2. Perform Component Tradeoffs:
• Identify one component (or combination) per product line component need.
3. Form Component Options:
• Develop criteria for aggregating, and aggregate components.
4. Determine Comparative Cost and Effort:
• Compare the cost of each aggregation with the cost of developing it from scratch.
5. Analyze Difficulty and Risk:
• Determine the level of difficulty and the risks involved for each aggregation.
6. Elicit Mining Issues:
• Review mining issues and concerns identified during the activity.
7. Update OAR Schedule:
• Update the OAR Schedule, if necessary.

CMU/SEI-2001-TN-013
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Finally, team members select the best mining option or combination of options by balancing
program and technical considerations. After evaluating each mining option, they prepare a
summary report that presents and justifies their selections.
The Select Mining Option activity has five tasks:
1

Choose Best Option:
• Determine the drivers for selecting from among the options
• Select an option or combination of them.

2

Verify Option:
• Record all the details about each of the options chosen.

3

Identify Component Needs Satisfied:
• Complete the final list of component needs satisfied and not satisfied through the
options selected.

4

Present Findings:
• Prepare findings presentation that provides details about the options selected.

5

Produce Summary:
• Produce a final report detailing the options chosen and the rationales for their
selection.

 6SHFLDOL]HG7DVNV
Each activity also has a set of potential specialized tasks to address circumstances that may
otherwise preclude completing the activity. These tasks may apply under the following
conditions:
•

The exit criteria for the prescribed activity have not been satisfied.

•

More work is required than can reasonably be accomplished in the activity wrap-up tasks.

•

Additional data is needed to complete a particular task or to address special customer
needs.

•

There is a need to supplement standard OAR tasks to enhance decision-making and
reduce risk.

Section 3 includes examples of specialized tasks.

6
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Each activity is composed of tasks and sub-tasks designed to answer a set of activity-specific
questions. These questions will define the activity and will also serve as a checklist to be
included in the exit criteria for each activity.
The activities are structured according to an EITVOX (Entry Criteria, Inputs, Tasks,
Validation, Outputs, Exit Criteria) format as follows:
Table 1:

EITVOX Structure of OAR Activities

Prescribed
Prescribed
OAR
OAR
Activity
Activity

E

Entry Criteria

I

Inputs

Artifacts required during execution of activity

T

Tasks

Tasks to carry out the prescribed activity

V

Validation

Data collected to validate the activity

O

Outputs

Artifacts produced during execution of activity

X

Exit Criteria

Criteria for beginning activity

Criteria defining completion of activity

At the end of each activity, examples are given of the specialized tasks that may need to be
performed before continuing.
 2YHUYLHZRI6DPSOH$FWLYLW\(VWDEOLVK0LQLQJ&RQWH[W
The following subsections show how the first activity, Establish Mining Context, is
structured according to the EITVOX format. Each of the other activities follows this format.
Bergey et al., provide this level of detail [Bergey 01].
The purpose of Establish Mining Context is to understand the organization’s product line or
new single system needs, legacy base, and expectations for mining legacy components.

CMU/SEI-2001-TN-013
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The tasks of Establish Mining Context were developed to address a set of underlying
questions that include
•

What are management’s expectations for the mining effort?

•

What are the requirements (e.g., quality attributes) and primary drivers (e.g., priorities
and constraints) for mining components?

•

What explicit (and implicit) constraints, ground rules, and assumptions apply?

•

What specific product line component needs will be addressed?

•

What legacy systems are relevant and what documentation is available?

•

What documents are available describing legacy components (e.g., their functionality,
granularity, and interfaces)?

•

What is the level of preparedness of the organization in terms of experience, skills,
available resources, and OAR timeframe?

The complete set of underlying questions is revisited during validation to make sure they
were answered satisfactorily.
 (QWU\&ULWHULD
The following entry criteria are examined to determine if there is sufficient data and expertise
available to perform the activity successfully. The entry criteria for this activity are
•

The organization has decided to move to a product line and wants to quickly assess the
viability of mining components.

•

The product line architecture has been defined and component needs have been
identified.

•

A set of mining goals and objectives has been established.

•

One to three legacy systems have been identified as the source of components for mining
effort.

•

A “Mining Team” has been chartered and is available for the duration of OAR activities.

If the entry criteria are not satisfied, a specialized task may need to be developed.

 ,QSXW$UWLIDFWV
Each activity relies on a set of support artifacts. The following artifacts are required for
Establish Mining Context:
•
•
•

goals and objectives for the mining effort
product line requirements and component needs
documentation describing product line scope, architecture, and component specifications

8
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•
•
•

overview of legacy system and component documentation
experience reports of other mining/reengineering efforts
typical OAR Scheduling Profile1

 7DVN6WUXFWXUH
The Establish Mining Context activity is divided into 10 tasks. These tasks are executed in
order. Several of the tasks are further divided into subtasks. To help OAR team members
perform tasks and sub-tasks, the SEI developed execution and data templates. Execution
templates outline the steps, rationale, and assumptions for the task or sub-task. Data
templates provide example topics and often serve as a starting point for eliciting information
from a customer.
The tasks accomplish the following:
1

Review Goals and Objectives:
• Determine stakeholder goals and objectives for the mining effort.

2

Review Product Line/New System Requirements:
• Identify product line or new system requirements.

3

Review and Select Component Needs:
• Identify component needs that will be addressed by mining.

4

Review Legacy Systems and Documentation:
• Review the legacy systems and component documentation available.

5

Determine Mining Drivers:
• Identify programmatic and technical drivers.

6

Validate Goals and Objectives:
• Determine compatibility of mining drivers with goals and objectives.

7

Identify Candidate Components:
• Determine criteria for high-value legacy components.
• Select a set of candidate components.

8

Elicit Mining Issues:
• Review any mining issues and concerns that were identified during the activity.

1

The OAR Scheduling Profile is a template provided by the SEI.
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9

Evaluate Preparedness:
• Determine the organization’s level of preparedness.

10 Review OAR Schedule:
• Update the OAR Schedule, if necessary.
Some tasks have sub-tasks. Task 4, for example, is subdivided into:
1

Review Legacy Systems.

2

Review Component Documentation.

 ([DPSOHRI([HFXWLRQDQG'DWD7HPSODWHV
The execution template, illustrated in Table 2, specifies how to perform Review Component
Documentation (sub-task 4.2).
The data template “EMC-4.2-DT” suggests that the following type of data be collected:
•

list of legacy components

•

component documentation (i.e., functionality and interface descriptions)

•

source code for legacy components

•

maintenance history for legacy components (e.g., cost, modification, timeframe, resource
utilization)

Table 2:

Task Execution Template: EMC-4.2-DT

Task ID:

EMC Task 4.2

Name:

Review Component Documentation.

Description:

As a precursor to mining, review what type of documentation is available at
the component level.

Steps:

1. A representative of the customer organization conducts a walkthrough
describing the type and level of documentation available on the legacy
system(s) using data template EMC-4.2-DT as a guide:
Key topics that should be addressed include:
What is the level of granularity for legacy components?
How does this level of granularity compare to product line needs?
What component documentation is typically available at that level of
granularity?

10
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2. Review and consider the information that is presented and ask questions
to clarify and refine the type and level of documentation that is available to
support the analyses that the mining team will be performing.
3. Identify any documentation deficiencies and their potential impact.
Rationale:

There is a need for the two parties to establish beforehand what
documentation is available to support inventory and analysis. If
documentation is lacking, determine the potential impact on the mining
effort.

Assumptions: Refer to the assumptions under Establish Mining Context Task 7.3 for
specific courses of action to compensate for documentation deficiencies.
If particular subsystems are poorly documented, the mining team may want
to eliminate the components of those subsystems from further consideration.
This is in keeping with the underlying concept of the OAR “bridging”
scenario; i.e., quickly identify those systems and subsystems that have the
most potential for mining, and select high value components from them.

 9DOLGDWLRQ
After the tasks are completed, the underlying questions for the activity are reviewed. The
following are some of the validation criteria for Establish Mining Context:
•

Expectations are outlined and understood.

•

All relevant legacy systems are identified.

•

A set of 10 to 20 product line component needs have been selected with high potential to
be satisfied through mining.

•

Drivers and priorities are identified and understood.

•

A set of 15 to 30 legacy components have been selected as mining candidates.

•

The level of mining preparedness has been evaluated.

 2XWSXW$UWLIDFWV
Establish Mining Context produces the following output artifacts:
•

a set of relevant legacy systems and documentation

•

a set of selected product line component needs

•

major program and technical drivers

•

a set of selected legacy components and associated component documentation

•

preparedness evaluation

•

list of mining issues and concerns

•

revised OAR Scheduling Profile

CMU/SEI-2001-TN-013
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Before completing the Establish Mining Context, the following exit criteria need to be
satisfied:
•

The mining team has identified a reasonable set of product line needs and candidate
components.

•

The organization’s expectations are consistent with its level of preparedness.

•

The OAR Scheduling Profile has been reviewed and any needed changes have been
accepted.

•

All output artifacts of this activity have been produced.

•

All underlying questions for this activity have been answered satisfactorily.

 6SHFLDOL]HG7DVN([DPSOHV
If the exit criteria are not satisfied, a specialized task may be appropriate. Examples of
specialized tasks for the Establish Mining Context activity follow:
•

Further identifying mining effort drivers and resolving programmatic and technical
issues.

•

Further defining product line requirements and component needs in terms of functionality
and interfaces.

•

Isolating and identifying the functionality and interfaces of legacy components.

•

Developing the required level of documentation for legacy components.

12
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OAR was used to explore component mining for a Satellite Tracking Agency. This agency
supports efforts to develop, acquire, and deploy satellite tracking systems. The agency had an
urgent need to mine components from an existing Satellite Tracking System (STS) for the
architecture in their Improved Satellite System (ISS). ISS will integrate space assets with a
consolidated ground segment. ISS requires some of the capabilities of STS. Because STS
already has a set of reliable and validated models, the agency decided to mine and reuse
selected components in ISS.
Members of the technical staff at the SEI and agency representatives formed an OAR team to
identify relevant components and to estimate the cost and effort required to rehabilitate them
for the ISS. The team first established a set of drivers for making decisions on candidate
components. These drivers included flexibility of interfaces, satisfaction of real-time
constraints, portability and interoperability, and high level of code quality (i.e., high
cohesion, low coupling). After examining the STS system, the team selected six legacy
system components as mining candidates: two simulation gateways, a message gateway, two
truth model components, and a theater event sub-system. The Component Table that appears
in Appendix A describes each component.
Three potential wrapping components were identified (the two simulation gateways and the
message gateway). These components would not require modifying their internal programs.
The other three components (the two truth model components and the theater event subsystem) were identified as potential white box components that would require changes.
Next, the team estimated the basic types of changes required to rehabilitate these
components. The OAR team also estimated the effort and cost to develop candidate
components from scratch and compared these figures to the cost of mining them. However,
since the interfaces for the new system had not yet been fully defined, the cost estimates were
preliminary. Once the ISS interface specifications are complete, the cost estimates will need
to be reviewed.
Three options for aggregation were developed. The gateway and message components were
aggregated as one option. However, since these components all depend on the interfaces that
are still undefined, this aggregation may change. The other two components represent coarsegrained groupings of self-contained functionality. They were each treated as separate options.
The team then calculated the comparative cost and effort of each aggregation based on the
information captured in the Component Table. The team also determined the aggregated level
of difficulty and risk for each option. The Options Table in Appendix B presents this data.

CMU/SEI-2001-TN-013
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OAR is a systematic, architecture-centric, decision-making method for mining existing
components. It identifies software product line or new system architecture component needs
that can be satisfied through mining, as well as those that cannot be satisfied. Candidate
components are screened based on criteria that are relevant for the organization. OAR
provides management visibility into this highly complex analysis activity. It also provides
insights into implicit stakeholder assumptions, constraints, and other major drivers that
impact the mining of components. OAR determines the feasibility of mining components at
an early stage of a reengineering project. OAR provides insight into technical issues as well
as cost and effort estimates and helps to address the problem that many reengineering
projects fail due to lack of early insight into the magnitude of an effort.
As a first step OAR establishes the component needs, identifies candidate legacy components
and their related documentation, and determines other aspects that define the mining context.
Next it inventories the legacy components that can potentially fill identified product line
needs, and identifies their characteristics, types of changes needed, and estimated cost and
effort. OAR reflects the elicited needs, priorities and concerns of the organization. Its final
outputs are a mining option or combination of options that an organization may pursue and a
list of product line component needs that can and cannot be satisfied through mining.
OAR has been applied successfully at the Satellite Tracking Agency, and lessons learned
from this effort led to the current Version 2. We are planning to apply OAR on other projects
and continue to refine and improve the method. We are currently seeking organizations
interested in applying the method. In the near future, we will develop a handbook to
accompany the method. Eventually, we plan to transition the method to other organizations.

14
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Legacy System Software
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Legacy System Software
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Legacy System Software
Mining

Mining

6

7
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Development D evelopment

7
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Sim1 Gatew ay
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Sim2 Gatew ay
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Event Track
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TB D

Footnotes:
6. The labor for converting the scripts and data files that are part of the support software
6
is:
man-months. This estimate is not included in the total effort.
7. The added cost of converting the scripts and data files that are part of the
$60,000
support software is:
This cost, which is based on the effort estimate
PART
above, is not included in the total mining cost.
PART33of
of33
8. The new development cost estimates are based on an average cost of
$33.33 per line of code (LOC).
This figure is based on the following entries:
$10,000 Burdened labor rate per man-month (mm)
300 Estimated productivity rate (LOC per man-month)
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Option Legacy System Support Level Level Mining
Effort1
No.
Software
Software of
of
Components Required Risk Difficulty (mm)

1

Event Track

S&D Files Low

8

$80,000

18.1

$180,567

44%

44%

Low

4

8

$80,000

18.1

$180,567

44%

44%

S&D Files High
S&D Files High

2
2

2.2
1.3

$22,000
$13,000

30.7
14.7

$306,733
$147,067

7%
9%

7%
9%

High

2

3.5

$35,000

45.4

$453,800

8%

8%

Sim1 Gateway S&D Files Low
Sim2 Gateway S&D Files Low
C-Source
S&D Files Low

1
1
1

0.1
0.1
0.1

$1,000
$1,000
$1,000

7.7
16.3
14

$76,567
$162,567
$139,533

1%
1%
1%

1%
1%
1%

Option Summation

1

0.3

$3,000

38

$378,667

1%

1%

Objects
Event

Option Summation

3

New
New
Comparative Comparative
Development Development
Cost of
Effort of
Effort (mm)
Cost
Mining
Mining

4

Option Summation

2

Mining
Cost1

1

Low

Note: Mining Effort and Cost do not include effort and cost to convert scripts and data files that are part of the support software
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